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ALL FUNDS RAISED TO BENEFIT CLEETHORPES CRICKET CLUB

CLUB PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2018

REPORT

As I look out of the window on a frosty scene in January, my mind goes back to the winters of the 1960s and 1970s.
The present clubhouse was built in 1962 replacing an old wooden pavilion that had occupied a position near the
present-day Chichester Road sight-screens. The new brick structure in 1962 was relatively modest in size when
compared with today's building; there were no squash courts, no extensive lounge area, and no upstairs changing
rooms. In fact, the changing rooms were where the pool table is now situated, the kitchen was situated in the area
currently occupied by the stage, and a small bar was positioned in an area between the two.
The Clubhouse became the envy of many other Cricket Clubs. This coincided with the emergence of many young
cricketers who were to keep the Club at the forefront of cricket in the Lincolnshire League, and Minor County level.
This was all very well but the Clubhouse was closed during the winter months, save for a few table tennis matches,
a monthly whist drive, the Christmas draw and the occasional Sunday morning friendly football match. The Club
could not carry on financially with these months of shutdown. The answer? Squash Courts.
In the mid-1970s, squash was taking a hold in the country and its tentacles were reaching out to our area. In 1978,
two squash courts were opened, the first to be built in Cleethorpes. What was intriguing in the early days was the
queue of approximately 30 people waiting for the booking sheets to be posted on a Sunday morning at 10.00am.
This building of the squash courts led to the Club being opened fifty two weeks of the year and forty years later we
are where we are today. That does not mean that after this wonderful progress and development there have not
been hiccups along the way!
It is pleasing to note that new faces are gradually appearing in various spheres of the Club's organisation, and not
just as Committee representatives.
Both Junior Cricket and Squash Sections continue to thrive thanks to the coaches, but you can never have enough of
these valuable people. The social side of the Club proves to be very popular and many new friendships are made.
As I have mentioned in the past, we must always remember those enlightened members of the late 1940s and early
1950s who saw the growth of Cleethorpes would take over the ground for housing. So, plans were drawn up to
extend the ground to its present size and eventually bought for approximately £3,000 from Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge. What a debt of gratitude we owe to these people.
Howard Swain
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CLUB CHAIRMAN’S ANNUAL REPORT 2018

REPORT

This year has again seen the continued success of Cleethorpes Cricket Club.
Both the Cricket and Squash sections are well respected and provide first class amenities for not only existing members but
those who are up and coming whatever their standard.
Many have undertaken much work in their volunteer roles to ensure that our Club maintains its status as the premier Cricket
and Squash Clubs in the county. Generally, these stealthy individuals go about their business without fuss.
All executive members are mindful that our fine club needs investment as and when possible to maintain the pavilion and its
surroundings. This can and will only be done when funds permit, and I will not allow this to jeopardise a healthy financial
position. As part of this ongoing commitment a recent upgrade to the lady’s toilets has taken place. This has doubled the
usable capacity of the previous toilets. Decoration to the Drew suite, Cricket changing areas as well as the main Squash courts
has also been undertaken. Looking to the future the main bar areas and lounges will hopefully receive a “freshen up” in the
forthcoming weeks.
Aligned with available funds and further enhancement schemes we must be mindful of the requirement to continue to
provide great events to the wider community like our fantastic firework display as well as investigating new possibilities. In the
summer of 2019, it is planned to hold an open air “musical prom style” event in conjunction with local orchestras and
musicians. Without the endless hours of volunteer time we wouldn’t be able to host such events.
The squash section continues to be a major success. The new generation of younger members along with structured coaching
is enabling the next generation of members to sample the first-class opportunity Cleethorpes C.C can offer them. The junior
squash section provides numerous individuals who are not only held in great regard at county level but also on the national
scene.
The Cricket section as ever provides a first-class facility. The club strives to operative and provide a competitive presence in
the Yorkshire League South and Lincolnshire Leagues. Many of the opposition teams prove to be exceptionally strong
adversaries, drawing from the larger inner-city population. It is testament to the efforts of all involved that we continue to
hold our positions within the cricket fraternity when at times it is undoubtedly very difficult.
This year we will also welcome a different oversees professional to the first team ranks – Basheer Walters (RSA)
There are and always will be testing times within any organisation. It is important that the C.C.C. and is committee members
always have the interests of the club and is wider membership at its core.
This can only be undertaken with the cohesion of all pulling in one common direction. I believe that good and decent
behaviour of all towards all should be expected. Those who do not consider this to be the case should question their desire to
be a member of one of the finest sporting clubs in the county.
Behind the scenes and unbeknown to the masses a group of people freely give their time without thought for the good of
Cleethorpes Cricket Club. Without their unwavering will our surroundings, opportunities, standards etc....etc…. would soon fall
into “disrepair” and all would suffer as a result. –
“To those unknown to the masses the Executive Management Committee thanks you”.
As we move forward through 2019, I am sure with the ongoing optimism and foresight the Club will continue to be a great
success.
From my personal perspective, thank you to the President, Trustees and the members for putting their trust in me and
allowing me to undertake what I consider to be a very privileged roll not only within our great club but the community in
which it in turn sits.
I would also give an exceptionally special thankyou to Bob Leafe who has retired as the Cricket section Chairman. He has
dedicated his time and efforts towards its improvement and further stability. He is without doubt a gentleman who will be
missed in this position – thankyou Bob.
Finally, If you feel that you could offer support or undertake any role within the club, however small please do not hesitate to
contact me directly in confidence, should it be required at thechairmanofccc@gmail.com - Please remember every little helps
and you will be welcomed.
Yours sincerely, Andy Haith - Chairman CCC
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Don Oslear 1929-2018

OBITAURIES

From fish-filleter to Test Match umpire. To use a present-day saying, “You couldn't make it up, could you!”
Don was born in 1929 in Cleethorpes the son of Violet and Jack Oslear, and the elder brother of Roy. When he left
school, he went to work for his father's fish merchant business, filleting fish on Grimsby Docks. Being exposed to the
elements, especially during the winter months, this built a hard and resilient character which became more evident
in later life.
Sport soon began to play a big part in Don's early life especially football and ice-hockey. He played semiprofessional football as a goalkeeper and had several games for Grimsby Reserves. His proudest moment was when
he received a telegram from manager Bill Shankly (later to become Liverpool's manager) asking him to stand-by for
one match. Ultimately, he was not required.
In ice-hockey he was goal-minder for Grimsby Redwings who played at the Ice Rink in Ladysmith Road,
situated not far from the present Lidl Supermarket. The “hard” man in Don came out when in the 1950s masks were
introduced, but he refused to wear one!
Having finished with two sports Don's attention turned to cricket. It is probably fair to say that he was not a
gifted cricketer, but he made up for that with his enthusiasm and will to win. When running, particularly between
the wickets, he tended to run heel first and this led to his nickname “The Hoof”. He was always keen to stress and
value the importance of fielding, and Don delighted in the rallying cry “they shall not pass”. He frequently took
knocks to the body from hard-hit shots in pursuit of this maxim. Don’s playing career at Cleethorpes started as a
teenager during the later war years and extended to 1972 during which time he made just short of three hundred appearances. He was an integral member
of the side which three times were the Lincs. League champions in the late sixties.
Unknown to his Club mates Don became a student of the Laws of the Game, virtually learning them off by heart at home. Appropriately, when his
playing days were over, he turned to umpiring, beginning in the Lincolnshire League and then through to County 2nd XI fixtures. In 1974 he joined the firstclass umpires’ panel at the age of forty-five and officiated in more than 350 first-class matches up to his retirement in 1993. In 1980 he was promoted to
the Test Panel, and over the subsequent years he umpired in five Test Matches and eight One Day International games. One highlight that brought praise
was at the Old Trafford 1983 World Cup match, England versus Pakistan, when Don held an errant streaker in a headlock, until assistance could reach him.
The dysfunctional individual was fortunate that Don was without filleting knife!
Don was chairman of the First-Class Umpires Association from 1990 to 1993. After County and Test cricket, Don remained in the game travelling the
world on behalf of the MCC, the Club responsible for the Laws of Cricket. He was an important figure in devising the forty-one new laws that were
introduced in October 2000, and he also published a valuable accompanying Wisden guide to this 2000 code. In his global travels, Don also proved an
important envoy for Cleethorpes, making recommendations and being the initial contact for the Club’s first forays with engaging overseas professional
players.
After his first marriage to Doreen Mulhall, with whom he had a daughter Sara, was dissolved; he married Maureen Roberts whose devotion to Don in
his later life was most admirable.
Howard Swain and Bob Leafe

John Hood 1955-2018

Most of Hoody’s adult sporting life has been filled with Cricket, Golf, Skiing and Cycling. He was a playing member of Cleethorpes Cricket
Club for 36 years. He played in a variety of teams and captained the 2nd team for several seasons and was a member of the committee. He
scored 20,000 runs putting him 4th in the all-time list of runs scorers, with 10 centuries, 101 fifties, he took 309 catches and a handful of
wickets. But nowhere in the statistics does it mention how many of his team mates he ran out. It became a forte of his. He was quick
between the wickets but wasn’t aware of how fast or usually how much slower his partner was. I don’t think it was as a result of him being
run out by his mate Pete Baker whilst as school, but it certainly was a skill he developed over the years. And the saying “YES ONE RUN, NO,
OH SORRY” was one he frequently used.
Hoody was a good cricketer, however when he came off the field, he became incredibly mischievous. From drenching you by squirting
soda syphons over you in the bar, to finding your clothes including your underwear were at the top of the flagpole when you came out of
the shower, as a result of you trying to get one over on him in the past sometime.
In 1984 Cleethorpes entered the Yorkshire League and this meant that on a Friday night we would take it in turns to be interviewed on
Viking radio by Dave Gibbins about the match on the Saturday. Hoody was interviewed on the Friday before a match against Sheffield Utd
away and was asked by Dave Gibbins “Was he looking forward to batting against their young fast bowler who played for Derbyshire”.
Hoody said he was looking forward to facing MALCOLM DEVON. Dave Gibbins said “Well John he’s actually called DEVON MALCOLM, but I
don’t suppose it matters which way round you say it, he’s still a fast bowler”’ as he proved to be.
Cycling was also a love of John’s and meeting him down at the Cricket Club for a couple of pints on a Sunday evening during the cricket
season will be greatly missed. He often cycled out to the Clickem on lovely summers evenings with friends to again sample some real ale.
On one evening he cycled home with his friends and unfortunately failed to negotiate road works around Brigsley and ending up in a hole
in the road. A badly damaged shoulder was blamed on golf until his friends let me know the truth and Hoody received “The Fines Trophy”
at the Cricket Club dinner, a pay back from me for previous jokes.
Golf was also a sport that he loved, and he was a member of Grimsby Golf Club along with his dad for over 40 years and for a number of
years now has been a member of Kenwick Park Golf Club. He also played with WTGS and BWT and has played hundreds of golf courses
from Halstad in Sweden to Noordwijk in Holland to Brora in North East Scotland and a damp Ballybunion in Ireland. In one round at
Prestwick off the first tee twice hitting the railway station ticket office scattering rail passengers and playing a 5 off the 1st tee rather than
straight down the fairway as he would normally do.
Well the lights are dim today but your golfing friends at the clubs you’ve played at along with your friends at Cleethorpes CC and many
other friends here today, and others that unfortunately can’t be here, will make sure the lights never go out or John Hood is never
forgotten, a truly great guy and a great friend. God bless you mate.
The above is an excerpt of a message read out at John’s funeral by Jeff Todd. It was at the minster in front of about 800 people.
John Hood born in Leeds 30th Dec 1955 died 23rd March 2018.
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He went to Bursar Street. Peter Baker (a present club member ) looked after him and they both moved to Clee Grammar School. He Was
a partner at Jackson, Green and Preston. John is survived by his wife, Suzanne and two children, Kat and Kieran.

CCC SQUASH 2018

REPORT

It is a pleasure to write this year’s report as the membership is still strong and our junior section the envy of most clubs.
Membership stands at 184 which continues to be stable. Not wishing to stand still we are contacting local schools with the
offer of the use of the squash courts. Also, the re-introduction of the lady’s day will happen, which captured several new
members last time.
Our juniors go from strength to strength – six representing the county and East Midlands, with recent successes in the
English Junior Championships. Ben Smith won the u17’s and is ranked number 1 for both the u17 and u19 categories in
England. Sam Stephenson finished 16th in the u11’s and Erin Tamplin finished 10th in the u17’s. The junior section now has
several players in the club’s internal leagues and are pressing the top players at the club. The future looks healthy.
The club is well represented in the local Grimsby 3-man league, with more teams than any other club, and lead the division
in two out of the three leagues. We have several of our senior players playing in the Yorkshire league for App Frod which
shows the improvement and strength of our club. Unfortunately, we do not qualify for a team.
As a committee we are dedicated to improve the standard and membership of the club, and the committee has set targets
to access and hopefully obtain grants and funding for the section, an area in which we lack after the changing room
success.
Many thanks as always to the Executive Committee and James Osmond for the support they give to the squash section.
Regards, Mike Hallam.
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FIRST XI REPORT

REPORT

This was without doubt the toughest season the club has faced. We probably started out as one of the potential relegation
candidates and this proved to be the case up to the penultimate game, where a win at relegated Whiston Parrish Church
secured our place in the Yorkshire South Premier League for another season.
We went into the season with a young team which included six under 20's in nearly every side. We were boosted by the
returning Jordan Cook, Vusi Sibanda and the addition of Australian amateur Zaine Welsh.
The season started in regular fashion with a rained off game against Barnsley. We lost the opening league fixture to Treeton
away from home but there were some good signs. Our first win followed in the cup against Hallam where despite a few
decisions going against us we were able to squeeze home thanks to a very impressive debut from under 15 Jack Holmes who
returned figures of 4 for 17 from his 5 overs.
A loss to Wakefield then followed but we managed to gain 2 precious bonus points and we managed to gain bonus points
several times during the season, this was to prove crucial by the end. Two wins were sandwiched by two losses but some good
performances from all members of the team - in particular, Alex Osmond and Joe Baker with the ball.
Two thumping’s followed one in the cup and one in the league at the hands of Aston Hall who had a very talented overseas
player. Although wins against Treeton and Wakefield in the T20 competition brightened the mood in the changing room. A win
against Whiston was followed by 4 disappointing defeats and at one point left us bottom of the league. The league was tight
where any two from seven teams could be relegated. A few of the senior players got together during this period and decided
we needed to change the batting order.
The belief was still there that we can get out of the relegation places. We started on this mission against Barnsley away.
Although it was a game we lost, there were far more positives to take than negatives. Barnsley’s overseas Harpreet Singh
Bhatia put us to the sword and scored a chanceless 157 not out. The rest of their team contributed 67 runs off their bats. We
came 8 short chasing down 253 in what was one of the hottest days I had played cricket on. The pitch was turning as well so
this gave us great belief.
The match that followed against Treeton was the turning point to the season. We batted first, which we don't often do, and
managed to score 190 for 8 on a turning pitch at Cleethorpes. James Osmond with 76 was the mainstay. Their innings was nip
and tuck all the way with an unorthodox 53 from George Barnes who was last man out 18 runs short. This was mainly due to
Alex Osmond 6 for 55 with all the other bowlers chipping in.
Following this we managed to gain 2 bonus points from Wakefield on an atrocious pitch at Wakefield and won 3 out of the next
4. Again, with good performances from all. Jordan Cook secured his maiden Yorkshire League 50 against Wickersley and Alex
again produced one of the best bowling displays I had seen with figures of 15-4-25-4. Bill Kirby making a century against
Hallam, Vusi just falling short for 98. Also, under 15 Luis Adlard was now opening the bowling in the Yorkshire League, the only
under 15 to play in the league all year. Luis and Joe were also selected to play in the Yorkshire league under 23 team, where
both performed well with the ball and Luis been involved in a 50-run last wicket stand to beat the MCC.
By this stage of the season our two spinners, Alex and Jordan, were starting to dominate batting line ups. Between them they
took 27 wickets in the last four games and this proved crucial. They set up an excellent win at Whitley Hall helped by a 127-run
partnership between Alex and Vusi with the bat.
With 2 games to go Whiston Parrish Church were already relegated but any 1 from 6 teams could still be relegated. We faced
Whiston where we knew a win would keep us safe. After winning the toss and electing to bowl the opposition made it to 130
for no loss, our spinners then took control and bowled them out for 200. We knew this shouldn't be taken lightly and an
opening stand of 187 almost saw us home. What occurred after was the strangest bit of cricket I have seen. With Bill on 99 and
Vusi appearing to dot out the rest of the over a century seemed certain. But with 3 to win Vusi decided to launch the last ball
of the 40th over back over the bowler’s head for 4 thus ending the match and leaving Bill stranded on 99. This proved to be
our last runs of the season as the last game against Doncaster was rained off ensuring that we ended 6th in the league which is
not indicative of the battle we had all season.
A few people I would like to thank. I would like to thank Margaret and the girls for doing teas all year. Also, Martin and Howard
for producing top class pitches and ground for us to play on. Congratulations to Martin for winning groundsman of the year. In
addition, Don for his efforts for getting us coverage in the paper, and Bob for all his work behind the scenes.
James Osmond
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CCC u19
Tom Rollinson, captain of
the Cleethorpes Cricket
11 Club
u19 team, receiving the
trophy for winning the
South Yorkshire League Cup.

JORDAN COOK– ENGLAND u19

Jordan Cook was named England’s Man of the Series by the South Africa coaching staff after
claiming four for 30 in the opening match at the Emirates Riverside, and also bowling tidily
during the Thursday at South Northumberland CC, and Jon Lewis (England head coach) said:
“Jordan has come in new to the one-day squad after taking seven wickets for the Invitational XI
against the South Africans in their warm-up game. He’s got a lovely range of pace, and he
controls it really well. I’ve been really impressed with how he’s coped, firstly coming into the
squad and then delivering his skills. He looks a nice young cricketer.”
Jordan’s 2018 season started slowly because of A level exams, but after these were completed,
he was free to concentrate on his cricket. He was vice-captain for CCC First XI, captain for Notts
u17, played for Notts Academy, and was a regular player for Notts 2nd XI.
Jordan’s batting figures for Notts u17 were – 6 innings, average 52.67, high score 140, 2 50’s, 1
100, and his bowling figures were – 21 wickets, 324 runs conceded, economy rate 2.47, 43
maidens, best 5/56.
After an incredible performance for the England Invitational XI against the South African u19 XI
where he claimed 8 wickets in the match, Jordan received a call from John Lewis informing him
that he had been selected to play in the England u19 team in the ODI series against South
Africa.
Jordan has recently returned from a training tour in Mumbai in February. He claims that it was
a culture shock being in India, and he feared for his life every day during the Tuk-Tuk taxi drive
to and from training each day. He said that the training was incredible, with much time
focussed on facing spin.
He is currently training with Notts First XI and is a probable starter for some Notts First XI
games.
Jordan is looking forward to playing for the CCC First XI this season and hopes to introduce the
latest training and fitness drills to the team. He has committed to aid coaching during the
Friday evening junior training sessions at CCC
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HUMOUR

Pavilion Report 2018

REPORT

We are again at the end of another eventful season for the
club, culminating in our very popular firework display. It is time to
reflect on the behind-the-scenes activities which contribute
hugely to the appearance and efficiency of the club. This includes
not only the playing areas and the pavilion, but also the general
facilities and equipment. During the past season we have enabled
a power supply in the scorebox to allow the scorers to make live
score updates. A problem was encountered with the scoreboard
itself, which resulted in replacing the faulty solar panel.
Throughout the closed season we are planning to re-organise the
equipment storage area to enable us to make more efficient use
of the area available to us.

CCC Golf Day 2018

John Hood Memorial Golf Day

Individual
Stableford
Winner:
Steve Funnell (35
points)

In conclusion I would like to say a massive thank you to all the
volunteers who willingly give their time throughout the year, and
to extend an invitation anyone willing to help on “Cricket Force”
day, to prepare the ground and equipment for the coming season,
the date of which will be announced.

Winning Team:

Thank you,
Jack Broughton

Dave Ellis, Jimmy
Bristol, Alex Mason, ,
Jamie Richardson

Membership Secretary Report
The current social membership stands at 572 (incl. cricket and
squash) of which we have 118 Life members.
Membership renewals are due 1st May, rates shall remain
unchanged again for 2019 which represent excellent value with the
bar discount at 20% for club members.
You will be sent a membership renewal reminder nearer the time.

The BobbyDazzlers:

As recent years we will not be issuing membership cards as such, a
valid bar card will be your proof of membership.
Did you know that you can renew membership online? This is the
quickest and easiest method to renew your membership and it
ensures accurate contact details are recorded, with secure payment
made by credit or debit card.

Simon Holmes,
James Osmond, Phil
Robinson, Phil
Barrett

www.paycleecricketclub.co.uk
During 2018 35 members contributed a total of £957 to support our
Overseas Player’s fund. Your continued support during 2019 would
be much appreciated.
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Steve Parrish
Membership Secretary

SECOND XI REPORT

REPORT

This campaign proved to be another successful year for the 2 nd XI in a league that was always capable of throwing surprises.
Commitment and a winning mentality saw the Meggies finish second, with only a strong Hartsholme team getting the better of us
during the season. This was a team featuring an overseas seam bowler taking plenty of wickets in the league and several players still
showing class they used to display in the leagues above in the not too distant past. The only other defeat came to the eventual
winners of the Premier League, Caistor Town, again a game which could have swung in the opposite direction with a few minor
alternate decisions, areas of play, and the rub of the green favouring us during the crucial moments. At the time of writing, it has
been proposed that the 2nd XI will begin 2019 in the premier division and if that is the case it may be these moments that determine
the success of the upcoming season. (Confirmation was received on 21/11/18 that the 2nd XI was promoted to the Premier League)
It was a delight to have such a strong squad available throughout the summer, with young additions bolstering the side and some
much-needed experience and guidance from Ed Carlton and Paul Ridley in the top order adding to the already competitive group of
players. Both Luis Adlard and Harry Costello began the season in the side before moving up into the 1 st XI to gain some valuable
experience. Jack Holmes was one junior who featured regularly and impressed with the ball, despite neither of us ever knowing
which way the ball would go, making setting a field an enjoyable challenge! Paul Sunley stepped up with the new ball this season and
I’m still confident that most of the batsman would still be playing and missing now during some of his opening spells. Fred Lumby
proved he could make an impact with the older ball bowling to his field, being used regularly to try and dry up the runs from one end
and produced a fantastic effort at Hartsholme. Unfortunately, we didn’t quite have enough to get over the line.
The challenge set whenever batting first was always a target of 200 (which would secure maximum batting points) and the top 5 of
Iain Marland, Ryan Harrison, Ed Carlton, David Mansfield and Paul Sunley all scored more than 350 runs with 17 half centuries and a
century between them. The specialist bowling (not much of a compliment when you see them in the field or with bat in hand) from
Matt Owen and Andy Severn earnt the side 73 wickets. Sev always getting the breakthrough at the vital time and Matt not only
blowing away the occasional top order but also proving how capable he was at the death, the 9-47 at Holton-Le-Clay being evidence
of this, whilst also picking up some much-needed late points for us. David Mansfield also returned some decent figures, particularly
under the circumstances he was generally used in. At times fielding dropped below the high expectations we set ourselves, perhaps
highlighted by Ed Carlton taking the most outfield catches and even 3 victims behind the sticks, a season he also took one to the chin
and had to leave the field of play due to excessive blood loss during a catchable chance. Ian Mansfield, Ben Rogers, Rob Cowlam and
Ed Lumby also featured throughout the season making an impact with their various attributes … although the tackling during the
football warm up has never been Ian’s strongest suit.
In what was another challenging season for both, me as captain, and a side which felt they deserved to represent a higher league,
we performed admirably. For some players, particularly in the middle order it can be a frustrating task to watch the runs pile up
against the ‘lesser’ sides in the league and only be called upon in the bigger games and be expected to perform - so be it the nature
of the league. Perhaps next year will be a different tale and strength in depth will be a real key to success moving forward. It should
be the ambition for those playing in other Saturday teams to look to break into this team by consistently performing on a Saturday
to stake their claim for a spot in what hopefully will be a premier division side next season.
My aim for the season was to seek for promotion, look to do the basics well and make a statement to other teams through our onfield performance. I believe we achieved this and more, with the additional bonuses of team comradery, focus and the nurturing
learning environment that I believe was present. To succeed next season, we need to continue these traits from 2018 and perform
even more ruthless, percentage cricket at Chichester Road and on our travels to yet again raise the profile of Cleethorpes Cricket
Club.
Just some of the 2018 2nd XI moments to remember:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Matt Owen 9-47 vs HLC
Fred Lumby 6-49 vs Hartsholme
Iain Marland 60 vs Caistor Town
Ryan Harrison 166* vs Keelby
Paul Ridley running out R Chand first ball of the match with a direct hit vs Scunthorpe
David Mansfield 2-23 (9) vs Caistor
Jack Holmes 4-17 vs C Willingham
Paul Sunley 5-30 and 63* vs Louth (the game he was conveniently left in charge of)
Ian Mansfield 2-3 vs Louth to take the final 2 wickets vs Louth in the penultimate over
A score of 272-4 vs M Rasen after being 4-1 – 50s from E Carlton, P Sunley and I Mansfield
A Partnership of 152 for the 2nd wicket between E Carlton and D Mansfield
Fred Lumby 40* vs Scunthorpe

John Mansfield
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THIRD XI REPORT

REPORT

The 2018 season began with great expectation, not for those who have played for many years but those who are up and coming.
A selection strategy would endeavour to mix experience with young promising players and give support to their ability and promise.
Without more experienced members of the team this is not possible. Notable senior players who overall provided that
encouragement should be thanked for their valued support (Paul Hewstone, Stuart Wood, Nigel Fanthorpe Dan Tolson etc…etc….).
As the season started and progressed it was obvious that the younger fraternity had wintered well and become physically stronger,
taller as well as honing their skills at the winter net sessions. Their bit parts of previous seasons would now turn into leading roles.
Sam baker contributed significantly when opening the batting and generally found runs easy.
Josh Adlard also made significant contributions not only batting at number 4 but opening the bowling and generally harassing the
opposition opening batsman. Hayden Arnold showed that he had genuine bowling pace and again made many of the opposition
“hurry along”.
During the generally positive season I believe that confidence was developed as wins were more prevalent than losses. This
propelled us to the higher standings in the division, something that was curtailed only by losses to the likes of Normanby Park who
ultimately gained promotion as did the very experienced Hartsholme C.C.
The season was punctuated with an excellent Bob Welton “cup run”. This culminated in final against Normanby Park. Their
experience and our ability to drop some 9 catches in the outfield on the day were to prove our undoing and so it was that we lost
easily. Although losing is not what we wanted to achieve those younger members will hopefully “have their day” and gain from that
experience, however disappointing.
In the end the 3rd XI finished 4th having at one point dallied with the slight possibility of gaining promotion during the months of
August.
I would like to give special mention also to most of the selection committee, Margaret and her ever reliable force of tea girls, Bob
Leafe for his relentless efforts, James Osmond for continuing as 1st Xl captain under very severe pressure, Craig Brown for his
support in many quarters and finally the ground staff who always prepare the best ground in Lincolnshire. To the highest standard.
Finally, I feel that it is our responsibility to ensure that the talented younger players who were absolutely stifled by “other elements”
from within are given the opportunity to prove themselves as the excellent cricketers that they undoubtedly are. “Let it be known
that they are the future!”
Andy Haith - 3rd XI Captain 2018

Fickle Folly in Harrogate

ARTICLE

We have become accustomed to reading of the exploits of Cleethorpes Cricket Club in the local press, on a weekly basis throughout the season.
However on rare occasions we have featured in National Press. In the 1980’s we hit the front page of The Times when we staged Championship games.
Nottinghamshire began to play 3-day games at Chichester Road and The Times, on the front page, declared our wicket to be “A white oasis in a field of
Lincoln Green”. Michael Austin, who wrote the article, enjoyed his visits to Cleethorpes and returned to cover other subsequent games.
However, possibly the largest coverage we obtained at National level featured a game played in the Yorkshire League. This was at Harrogate in 1991
and the full story, as printed in the Daily Telegraph on June 1st, 1991. The article, written by Andrew Collomosse, is reproduced below.
The Yorkshire League match between Harrogate and Cleethorpes on Saturday lasted just 40 minutes- but the repercussions will continue for much
longer.
Only three Cleethorpes players reached Harrogate for the 1.30p.m. start as the rest were delayed by road works on the A1. But Harrogate insisted on
starting the game and reduced the visitors to 11 for two after four overs.
A fourth Cleethorpes batsman went to the wicket carrying his equipment, only for Harrogate to dismiss him under the two-minute rule while he was
preparing to bat. Cleethorpes declared in disgust and Harrogate knocked off the runs.
Keith Phillips, captain of Cleethorpes, who is planning to send a letter of complaint to Harrogate, said “They could surely have delayed the start and
reduced the number of overs. But Harrogate insisted there is no provision for this in the rule book. Nor is there any mention of common sense, but we
could have used a bit of that on Saturday.
We were due to play at Harrogate three weeks ago, but they asked for the game to be switched to our ground to help them to prepare for the Tilcon
Trophy matches. We agreed – and this is the reward for our goodwill.”
Harrogate skipper Austin Jelfs insisted “There is no leeway in the rules. If I had really wanted to turn the screw I could have asked them to field when I
won the toss.
We tried to give them as much time as we could but we felt that the batsman who came out carrying his pads and everything else made no real
attempt to get a move on”
Donald Littlewood, the Harrogate secretary, said ”Even with the benefit of hindsight I don’t see what else we could have done. We have always had a
good relationship with Cleethorpes. It seems a shame that the first decent afternoon for cricket we have had all season should be spoiled like this.”
A similar article by Tony Francis appeared in the Yorkshire Post on the same day. A few seasons later we had to demonstrate to Harrogate the spirit of
the game when we offered sub fielders when one of their cars was delayed.
In 2003 we gained our revenge when we pipped them for the Yorkshire League
16 title on the last day of the season, despite their appeal as they
attempted to “bend” a non- existent rule.
Don Clifton

FOURTH XI REPORT

REPORT

What a difference a year makes, division champions one year to battling relegation the following. I feel we were the victims of our own
success - the young players coming through who played last year, soon rose through the teams on the back of their outstanding
performances, application and attitude. That’s not to say the other young players who played 4 th team cricket this year didn’t perform,
they did, it’s just the step up to playing teams who had little or no youth in their teams and facing battle hardened senior players
proved a far stiffer challenge than last year.
The 4th team of 2018 fought hard all the way through the year and I thought we were unlucky in some games not to come away with
more points. The coin toss combined with a lack of recognised cricketers cost us dearly in some games, no more so than Nettleham
away. We lost the toss, 4 dads were in the side, we didn’t have half of our usual bowlers, Jayden having to come out of the attack after
a couple of no balls (why we don’t have a similar system to New Zealand where the umpires can decide if it’s dangerous is beyond
me?).
Any young spinner learning their craft will bowl full tosses and will bowl wide, but to no ball them and take them out of the attack
when most batsmen have clattered the ball for 4 or 6 is ridiculous and in my opinion counterproductive long term to the development
of young players.
Blaming it all on bad luck, player availability and other outside factors though is not acceptable. What ultimately could relegate the 4th
team (depending on the league structure next year) is simply that we did not train hard enough. I include myself in that category, I
attended some winter nets but once the season began, I think I netted 3 times.
Not good enough.
Unfortunately, I work away a lot - others at the club have work and family commitments preventing them from netting as much as they
would like - but to not train and play midweek cricket on a Wednesday in which the standards of the league have dropped alarmingly,
as have the number of teams, is foolhardy when there was fantastic training with Vusi, James, Alex, Tom, John, Bill and others who
would give up their time to help anyone with their cricket skills.
One of the other reasons for our lowly position, player availability. I have seen it year on year, and last season was the worst I can
remember. Late drop outs, football matches and a lack of respect for the club and team mates all played a part. Personally, I hate
letting the club down, if I’m not available I’ll say so early, if another captain asks me to play and I can, I will. For James to consider
calling off a first team game due to a lack of players is quite frankly disgusting, you either commit to playing or don’t bother at all.
Everyone knows we play the game on a weekend, it’s a long day and we may have to travel some distance. Well guess what, it’s not like
we don’t know what we are letting ourselves in for.
Rant over, last season has gone, it’s done, and we can’t change it. What we can do is try again next year. Last season has again proven
that those who want to, can succeed in a very competitive league against clubs who pay most, if not all, of their players.
Opportunities have also come for players in the 2nd’s and 3rd team and every player, in my opinion, has their own destiny in their hands
as to what level they play at.
So, what will next year hold? Will the next crop of youngsters be as good as the “class of 2017”? Will Jeff Todd carry on taking wickets
for fun and be given out LBW? Will the weather be as good as the summer we have just had, who knows?
There are a few certainties however, the parents who support their children at this club will still be there on the boundary encouraging
and taking to the field when required, maybe even taking wickets (L’il Wayne). The facilities at Cleethorpes will be the best in the area,
in no small part down to the efforts of the paid employees and the volunteers who do so much work and give up so much of their time
and do not receive the recognition they deserve. I’m not going to name them, but when you read this if you know who I mean I’m sure
you agree with me and if you don’t know I suggest that if you can, get involved with the club and volunteer, give up some time and you
will make friends for life. And remember, it’s not just about cricket - you could help the squash section or help with the social side;
after all we all share the same roof.
The last certainty, however, is that I will not be putting myself forward for the position of 4th team captain. I’m not getting any younger
and certainly not improving as a player and feel the time is right to hang up the whites. Whoever takes over the role next year I wish
them all the best and sincerely hope they can drive the 4th team onwards and upwards. I have sat and looked at the team sheets since I
took over the captaincy and hope that all of the players who played under my captaincy found the 4th team to be a welcoming place
either as juniors on their progression into senior cricket, or when some of the more established players either came into the team to
find some form - or to help us out when we were short of players. Thank you all.
Special thanks go to Scott and Jeff, unless you’ve been a captain you will never know how much a skipper relies on others and without
close support you cannot do the job.
It’s not an Oscar speech from the 1990’s so I’ll wrap it up quick. Thanks Bob, Margaret, Ozzie, Andy, Pidgeon, Hewsty and most of all CJ,
my wife who has sacrificed so much to enable me to play cricket. If you’re not on the list sorry, it’s not meant as an insult but there
have been so many people who have helped me it would look like a phone book if I put on paper every name.
Thank you, thank you, thank you.
Craig Brown (Filo)
4th team captain 2018
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GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT

REPORT

In what proved to be another busy year I would like to thank the membership who always support us with events at the
Club. They are the key to the success of the club. I would also like to thank the many much needed volunteers who help
with everything from pavilion repairs to marshalling.
The events include fireworks night, which is building every year. Our annual Professional Squash competition which
includes some of the best players in the world, including former world number 1 and the current Commonwealth Games
gold medallist. We held the Yorkshire League South T20 finals day again and this season we will be holding the area finals
which means the champions of Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire will be here. Also, our own T20
day was another success at the beginning of September and the standard of the PSA ranking tournament at the
beginning of December was again excellent.
We have also had another two ‘evenings with’ excellent speakers for our sportsman’s dinners. These are well attended
and enjoyed by all. Our next one coming up is Allan Lamb in October.
Our own teams did well this year as well in both cricket and squash. The first team managed to hold their position in the
Yorkshire League South finishing 6th despite having 6 under 21s. The second team managed promotion and the third and
fourth teams again held their position in their respective leagues. In the 3-man squash leagues all 3 divisions were won
by a Cleethorpes side. The prem was won by Cleethorpes A, first division by Dieter Nelson Consultancy and a special
mention to Cleethorpes Ladies who won division 2 in their very first season as a three. The juniors within the club for
both squash and cricket are progressing extremely well at county level. Jordan Cook was the first Cleethorpes player to
represent England under 19s and many of the squash juniors are in the national rankings playing tournaments all over
the country.
I would like to thank everybody who volunteers their time to help the Club. They are a vital cog within the Club, and we
are always on the lookout for additional helpers. I would particularly like to thank Byron Davies and Andy Haith for all the
time they put into the club and the help they give me. Thanks to Margaret Broughton who again provided and
maintained the flower tubs on the patio, they were as spectacular as ever. Last but not least Margaret and all the staff
who help provide the service the club wants.
James Osmond
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EAST LINDSEY LEAGUE REPORT

REPORT

As we are all aware the Academy XI has a primary purpose of supporting the transition from junior to Saturday cricket, in what is hopefully a fun
but competitive learning environment. This involves me leading as a captain with the support of other senior members with junior involvement being
paramount, shown by the bowling, batting and fielding positions our younger cricketers find themselves in. Due to these objectives, things do not always
go perfectly but this is all part of the learning procedure and exposure to good bowling; a hard run chase or to bowl the last over of a match are all vital
components required for any cricketer to have and one that can only truly be developed in a game scenario. My role is to be a facilitator of field
placements and other areas of tactical awareness and for any other cricketing advice (perhaps an area which is already better than my playing ability at
the worrying age of 25!) as well as being an approachable figure considering my further roles in junior development and coaching, senior member of the
senior cricket committee and 2nd XI captain. This is all only made possible by other likeminded senior players who are prepared to do the same and take
on a ‘tutoring’ role, besides the obvious cricketing duties also required. My thanks must go to Stuart Wood especially for the hard work and dedication he
adds and for all the times he has been able to take on my role, normally without too much prior warning! Andy Severn and Zaine Welsh (before his
departure at high tide) were also valuable assets to have involved, with the Baker brothers and Alex Osmond also cashing in with the runs.
As mentioned previously, this side is all about junior development so rather than touching on wins or the success of the team, I have decided
this year to focus on all the juniors who represented the side this season individually - much easier to find when you are just scanning through for your
name too!
Archie Lumby – Scored 180 runs this season, including 2 half centuries batting with serious maturity at times. This talented left hander (a rare breed at
Meggies) can score as quickly as anyone at the club and when he continues to further develop his shot selection, will be a player you will see rise through
the ranks.
Jack Holmes – A bowler, who can bat! Far too quick on occasions with the ball in hand as shown by his regular involvement in the Saturday sides. Very
impressive natural swing in both directions for someone of his age!
Sam Robinson – Not known for his agility but has been a revelation with his seam bowling. Proving to be a consistent performer when called upon and
providing a healthy second string to his steady batting.
Owen Catley – Showed great maturity this season and is always keen to step up and for it to be his turn. If he masters how to control his natural inswing,
he can be a very effective bowler.
Stan Woolford – Suddenly learnt how to hit the ball hard when watching him in junior games and has started to show this confidence at senior level.
Produced some stunning performances with the ball including his 5/39 against a strong Alford line up.
Joe Sands – Scored an exceptional maiden senior 50 at Immingham Blossom Way, with maturity above his years. He ran hard with exceptional game
management; this level of concentration will stand him in good stead for the coming season.
Sam Jewell - Very new to senior cricket and began to find his feet, very talented ball striker who will start to pick up the runs with more time at the crease
at this level.
Jayden Stocks – Jayden bowled with more control this season than previous, as shown by his reduced economy rate of 4.75. Never an easy task to
continue to throw the ball up there to batsman looking to take you on but he managed this task admirably.
Sam Middleditch – Hugely impressive first campaign in senior cricket and willing to throw himself in the deep end – you will always get the opportunity to
develop with an attitude like this. Huge control on his leg breaks, completing 52 overs with plenty of success beating the batsman’s outside edge.
Joel Collins – another in the U13 bracket and taking his first steps at this level. His bowling was impressively accurate, considering the task with him
picking up 3 wickets vs Grimoldby at Chichester Road.
I think the above is obvious strong evidence that we are doing the right things and we are still producing successful juniors, who can continue to
climb the ladder at Cleethorpes Cricket Club. A big thanks must also go to all the parents for their dedication trawling around the county’s finest venues
on many a Sunday.
John Mansfield
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CRICKET CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

REPORT

2018 will be remembered as a year of positive outcome after a playing season of intense struggle.
The first eleven finished in sixth position (the top half) in the Yorkshire South Premier League, after vying with relegation woes up to the
last few games. There was indeed very little to choose between nine of the twelve teams, and a haphazard spread of results reflected this. By
the end of the season it was pleasing to see the great strides in maturity made by the younger and less experienced players. Credit is duly
deserved by the ‘senior’ players, and particularly skipper James Osmond, for maintaining focus.
The second eleven gained promotion to the Lincs. League Premier Division. Promotion back into the top division of the Lincs. League has
been a stated important Club ambition, in order to narrow the gulf in standard between our first and second teams. At the Lincs. League
meeting just prior to the start of the season, the clubs agreed that only the top club from Division One would be promoted; this was to
accommodate a numerical re-structuring of divisions – with the aim of having all divisions with just ten teams. The second eleven finished
second, and along with the top club, Hartsholme, these two sides had dominated Division One. In the finish both top clubs were promoted, but
it should be appreciated that our good fortune has come about by default of two other clubs; on the one hand a team dismissed from the
Premier Division for a poor disciplinary record, and on the other hand a club requesting demotion because of the loss of senior players and the
desire to introduce quite young inexperienced players.
The third eleven occupied the relatively calm mid-table waters of Lincs. League Division Two for most of the season, and eventually with a
healthy end-of-season spurt, finished in fourth position. Additionally, the team were losing finalists in the Bob Welton Cup. Next year, with the
second team’s promotion to the Premier Division, the route is now unblocked for the thirds to challenge for promotion from Division Two!
The fourth team somewhat struggled in Division Three and finished second bottom; a relegation position in a normal season. For 2019,
however, they have maintained Division Three status. This is again by default of other clubs; this time falling foul of the rule book in conceding
too many games, and as a result being consigned to the bottom division.
In the Lincs. League twenty-six games were conceded during the 2018 season – a clear indication of problems and that all is not well in the
world of club cricket. Fortunately, Cleethorpes did not contribute to this Lincs. League tally, but our season was not without difficulty and I feel
we were not immune from an indifferent attitude towards commitment. On a few occasions’ parents turned out at the last minute for the
fourth team, a couple of East Lindsey Sunday games were conceded, school-holiday Thursday ‘friendlies’ fell by the wayside, and our
commitment to some of the high-profile Sunday cup games fell short of what might be considered acceptable.
Hopefully we will press to instil in all players, not just most, a culture and an endeavour to practise purposefully and to play at the highest
level possible!
Individual highlights of the year must be topped by Jordan Cook in his selection for England Under 19s. He is now training with the Notts.
first team squad. We had no representation at minor county level for Lincs., but Joe Baker and Luis Adlard were selected for the Yorkshire
League Under 23 XI.
Luis (under 15 age-group) was the youngest participant in the Yorkshire League, and there were many more youngsters of similar age, who
all graced the Cleethorpes senior teams. This speaks volumes about our junior organisation, which is so important in the long-term future of
the Club, and appreciation is extended to junior secretary Jon Davey and his cohort of assistants (coaches, team managers). In 2018 we were
well into double figures those youngsters gaining various county representation at all the various levels, and into double figures those
youngsters who made the transition into senior club cricket playing the longer form of game. It is a pathway that needs constant
replenishment, not only in youth participation, but also senior involvement with coaching and administration. It is also important to thank and
recognise the value of people like Craig Brown captaining the fourth team and John Mansfield captaining the East Lindsey side, for affording
up-front opportunities for junior advancement.
I have already referred to Jordan Cook, but another undoubted highlight of the season was the success of the under 19 team winning the
Yorkshire South competition and then progressing to the finals-day of the full Yorkshire play-off. Tom Rollinson captained the side superbly
and displayed admirable leadership qualities in co-ordinating a quite diverse group of young people. Many of the players in the squad have still
several years left in which they can participate in this competition.
Vusi Sibanda was overseas professional for a second year; he finished fourth in the Yorkshire South aggregate runs (791) with a worthy
average of 49.44 and contributed with impressive fielding and useful bowling stints. While producing at the harsh end is clearly significant, it is
important not to forget other qualities that a professional can bring to a club. Vusi ticked a lot of boxes: - he promoted the team ethic and
helped get the best out of his team-mates, he participated readily in the wider social activities of the club, and he was an inspirational coach
and role model across the entire playing membership. His willingness to contribute in the wider sense is exemplified when he undertook the
role of team manager for the under 19 team in their successful YorkshireT20 campaign.
The 2018 season also saw the Club engage an overseas amateur player, Zaine Welsh (Australia), hoping to match and emulate the success
that Laurence Redmond had been in 2015. Regrettably there were few positives that emerged from this venture. It is important that I
acknowledge and thank Craig and Caroline for their tolerance in providing accommodation for as long as they did.
For the 2019 season, negotiations have just reached a conclusion in signing a South African fast bowler, Basheer Deen Walters. The
decision to look for a pace bowler was rather determined by the balance of the side, especially so in the light of attracting Lincolnshire
batsman Louis Kimber to our ranks for the coming season.
Maintaining excellent facilities must always be regarded as of fundamental importance. For the second successive year, Cleethorpes was
awarded the Yorkshire League ‘ground of the year’ trophy, and Martin Deans again was the proud recipient at the league presentation evening
in Barnsley. The self-proclaimed “A team”, of at least eleven mostly retirees, under the leadership of Howard Swain (ground sec.) and Jack
Broughton (pavilion sec.) contributes hugely to the good order and maintenance of the Clubhouse and grounds. The drainage ‘project’ (now
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two years old) has made a marked improvement to the Club facility, although
the drainage channels have continued to require considerable
attention in combatting subsidence.
Continued overleaf ………………….

……. Cricket Chairman’s Report continued ……

REPORT

The quality of the facility is of course fundamental in promoting cricket and cricket related events. This year we hosted the Lincolnshire
minor county game against Cambridgeshire, and the Lincs. Under 17s and Lincs. Over 60s have also been welcomed. For a second successive
year the Yorkshire South Premier League requested our ground for the T20 finals day – a superb day gilded by a Red Arrows display over
Cleethorpes as part of Armed Forces week-end. Additionally, we hosted the Lincs. League George Marshall cup final, and the Grimsby and
District Ibwest mid-week cup final. In the close season, the fireworks display, an ‘evening with’ Geoff Miller, and the Club Dinner and
Presentation evening, with guest speakers Gordon Prescott and Eddie Carlton, were all very successful events. Ed deserves special praise for
accepting the challenge and making an excellent delivery – an after-dinner speech is always a daunting task!
Finally, may I express a few words of thanks. Firstly, we value greatly the financial support of our main sponsors, Haiths Heating (seniors),
Ibwest (juniors), and St. Peter’s Children Centre (net bays). I also extend appreciation to all members of the committee for their dedicated and
proficient endeavours, and indicative of this it was very pleasing to recently get to know that Ben Peacock has received the Lincs. League
‘Secretary of the Year’ award. It is also important of course to acknowledge all the volunteers who have stepped up to the mark in one way or
another, and I trust they have experienced a feeling of fulfilment, a ‘job well done’, and of course camaraderie. Any offer of support, however
small, is welcomed – every little helps!
I conclude by paying tribute to Don Oslear and John Hood, who have passed away in the last year. As attested in their obituaries, both men
contributed hugely to the development and character of Cleethorpes Cricket Club.
Bob Leafe

FUNDRAISING REPORT
It is the case that the increasing facilities at the Club, as well as the aging of the facilities we already have, will result in an increasing amount that
the Club needs to spend to maintain the status quo. This year has seen a major refurbishment of the squash courts, a planned renovation of the
Ladies toilets - and there is a long list of potential projects for the future including completing the car park. To achieve these requires a substantial
effort by all to raise the funds to enable them to happen.
The major fundraiser continues to be the fireworks night event, which still draws large crowds. This event, however good it may be, is always
subject to the weather which can diminish demand for tickets. This year fortunately the weather has been kind, but it will not always be so.
In addition to this there are numerous other fundraising events. These include the Club 20/20, car parking, gift aid, Christmas and Summer raffles
and many smaller events during the year.
In 2019 there is also a new event being planned which is a ‘Last Night of the Proms’ on Sunday July 14th. This will be held on the outfield and if
successful could be repeated annually.
Each of these fundraising activities have their own set of people who organise or help to make them work. This effort is usually unseen and is vital
to make the Club what it is today and many thanks to all of them.
David Osmond

100 Ball Competition – the future of cricket?

ARTICLE

The six-ball over will be abandoned for the first time domestically in 72 years as part of the controversial new Hundred competition recently approved by the
England and Wales Cricket Board.
The ECB has rubber-stamped the fast-paced format, subject to county approval, in which deliveries are bowled in clutches of 10. A 10-ball “over” would be
from one end – five balls by one bowler, then five by another; or all 10 by one.
The decision comes after a series of pilot matches. A total of 35 players from most of the 18 counties took part in eight matches at Loughborough and Trent
Bridge in September.
The idea is to cut down on the time taken changing ends from 19 times in a Twenty20 match to 10 in the Hundred. It is hoped the Hundred will be a much
quicker game than Twenty20, which the ECB believes will be attractive to a new audience.
The format, likely to be introduced in 2020, is part of a new ECB five-year strategy. A handful of counties are understood to be in opposition, but the ECB
insists it will broaden the game’s appeal.
“The strategy we have created will give the whole game clear priorities,” said Tom Harrison, the ECB chief executive. “The game has made huge progress this
year, through collaboration, constructive debate and a volume of detailed discussion. The outcomes for all of this combined work are vital for the growth and
sustainability of cricket, at all levels, in England and Wales.”
The full strategy for 2020-24 will be unveiled in January and is expected to include a revamp of cricket at Minor Counties level.
The 100-ball format was proposed in April to attract new audiences, largely by ensuring it is shown on terrestrial television – and is viewed by a wider,
potentially new, audience.
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An Evening
With
Alan Lamb

Question?
Who
knows
who the
poledancer in
this
picture is?

@ CCC
Friday 11th October 2019
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CRICKET SECRETARY REPORT

REPORT

This season was full of mixed emotions all the way through as all the teams battled through their league fixtures.
The first team, under the captaincy of James Osmond, showed a sign of togetherness and gave 100% every time they took to the
field. A mid-table finish doesn't tell the story of the season, as many people had written us off at the half way mark. There was a
strong second half to the season which saw a change in the top of the batting order with James Osmond and Bill Kirby opening and
Vusi Sibanda coming in at number 3. Vital victories, and important bonus points when we lost, saw the team stave of relegation with
the help of excellent bowling from Alex Osmond and Jordan Cook, both taking wickets at vital times. The first team made it through
to the YSPL T20 finals day following brilliant wins against Treeton and Wakefield Thornes. However, we were beaten in the semi-final
by Tickhill; our chances were hit with Jordan Cook picking up a back injury on arrival at the ground.
This year in the Lincolnshire League only one team was to be promoted from Division One to the Premier Division, but owing to
various circumstances, and a motion passed at the Lincolnshire league AGM in November, it was decided that in 2019 eleven teams
would make up the Lincs Premier league. An eventual second placed finish for the second eleven therefore successfully secured
promotion. We lost both games to Hartsholme, the eventual champions, but the promotion battle went down to the last game of
the season. Some excellent performances from Ryan Harrison with the bat and Andy Severn with the ball contributed to this secondplace finish. The team will be looking to go one better next season I am sure.
The third team, with many players with lots of Lincolnshire League experience, finished mid table and reached the Bob Welton Cup
Final. This year saw a change in captaincy with Andy Haith taking over the reins from long standing captain, Paul Hewstone.
Experienced batsman Nigel Fanthorpe topped the run scoring charts for the team and Stuart Wood headed the bowling averages.
They will be looking to build on this mid table finish next season.
A young fourth team fortunately avoided relegation this season; however, this saw several younger players being given their first
taste of senior cricket. Max Taylor had notable success. The ever-reliable Jeff Todd topped the wicket taking charts and Simon Taylor
scored the most runs for the team. I am sure that with the introduction of the next bunch of junior players the team will look to
bounce back next season.
It has been good to see so many young players making significant contributions throughout all the teams - and this is vitally
important for the future of the club. Worthy of special mention are Luis Adlard and Harry Costello who held their own in the first
team. The Under 19s team had a brilliant season under Tom Rollinson’s captaincy taking the YSPL Under 19s title and representing
the league on finals day when they were unlucky to lose to eventual winners Keighley.
I pay tribute to John Hood who will always be remembered by all at Cleethorpes Cricket Club, and the owl statue is a fitting tribute to
him. Thanks to Jeff Todd for organising this. I must congratulate Jordan Cook for his achievements in being called up to the England
Under 19s team which clearly shows that we are doing something right as club. Also, congratulations to Prithvi Shaw who made his
India test debut recently.
We are always on the lookout for new people to do things within the club from scoring, volunteering at events, coaching etc. If you
are interested, please speak to a member of the cricket committee.

Ben Peacock, Cricket Secretary
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JUNIOR CHAIRMAN REPORT 2018

REPORT

I would like to thank all of those who have helped and given their time voluntarily to the Junior section, there are too many to list but
I will try most within this report. Furthermore, I must thank all the junior children who turn up to team training, 121s and Friday
nights, also those lucky enough to represent the club in one of the 8 teams we put out. You are a real credit to yourselves and your
parents. Thanks indeed to those parents/grandparents who drive all over the county. The coaches, many of whom are current junior
players, led by John Mansfield and other main coaches Alex Osmond, Tom Rollinson, Jordan Cook, Stuart Wood & Vusi Sibanda, to
name a few. Jo Robinson the junior administrator, who has been invaluable to me and the whole section, my older but less
handsome twin Wayne Stocks and a band of like-minded parents who have also supported me greatly, working very hard in many
areas that most do not see.
All Cleethorpes junior teams played some excellent cricket this season with unrivalled success and participation. The u11s with a total
of three in the feeder section, and one in the main league competed well. Many children were given their first experience of hard ball
cricket, including a number of 7/8 year olds. The three feeder teams performing well one managed by the keen Alex Hollamby with a
very young group, another by a combination of myself and Ian Marland, the other run by the enthusiastic father and son
combination of Mike Woolford and Stan Woolford. The u11 A team managed by me and ably assisted by chief scorer Andy “stat man”
Goodfellow won the league and cup in fine style, not losing a game, with some excellent individual performances.
This season’s u13A had a solid season managed by Mike Woolford and Bev Middleditch. They finished 3rd in the league again with
some good individual and team performances. The u13B’s led by me and Steve Ibbotson, were a very youthful team but competed
well and developed their game. Both the u15 teams were very competitive all season, with the u15A team brilliantly managed by
Wayne Stocks easily winning the league whilst only losing to the B team when they reversed the order and bowled under arm. They
were denied a possible treble as the league and county cup final was once again not played due to opposition failing to agree a date
to play, an unfitting end to a fabulous set of lads who make up a core of most the current senior teams. The u15 B’s were managed
by the experienced team of Richard Sands & Mike Woolford. They performed very well finishing a close 3rd to Louth. A special
mention for Stan Woolford who won the leagues bowling and all-rounder award, top work Stan!
2 of our juniors were chosen to represent Yorkshire, Luis Adlard and Oscar Davey for the u15 and u10 teams. With Luis selected to
trial for the North of England. A high number of our juniors also represented the Lincolnshire County (Tom Rollinson, Harry Costello,
Joe Sands, and regional teams with Max Taylor, Stan Woolford, Sam Middleditch, Jayden Stocks, Jack Holmes, Piran Grayson
representing East Yorkshire at u9’s-u17’s), all again developing and performing well and enjoying the experience of matches, training
and tours. (Apologises if I missed anyone).
These and many more were integrated into senior team’s right across the 5 we had. All enjoyed playing in these sides, which in my
view need a group of juniors in each team as far as possible to keep developing and testing the vast array of talent we have in the
junior section.
Thanks to all the managers (who I think I have already mentioned) David and James Osmond, Andy Haith, Byron Davies, Howard
Swain, Jack Broughton, Jeff Todd, Don Clifton and Bob Leafe who put an unbelievable number of hours into keeping the club moving
forward, attracting events and all the little behind the scenes things that most don’t see.
Also, many thanks to Ibwest the main Junior sponsor and net sponsor St Peter’s Children’s Centre who without, the whole junior set
up would financially struggle. We greatly appreciate their continued support.
A huge thank you to Margaret and her band of merry helpers, she is always there to open the kitchen and provides a fantastic
service to all its users and visitors. Also, the same goes to grounds man Martin “roller” Dean, it is not easy to prepare wickets for the
multitude of matches both senior and junior at our ground.
Finally, we must remember as a junior section and club that we are envied by all in the county. Those who visit other clubs
throughout the land can see this first hand. I believe most of our players take this for granted. We have excellent facilities, with all
parents and members working hard to support the club. We must not forget that the junior section is the long-term life blood of the
club, so juniors must be nurtured and shown the correct way to conduct themselves and ultimately put back into the club hopefully
more than they received. We mustn’t lose sight that each section of the club should support and compliment the others. We must
not rest on our laurels and keep moving forwards. We need to keep producing or attracting quality coaches to bring through the
next generation. Any suggestions, ideas or offers of help will be greatly received.
“My approach to cricket has been reasonably simple: it was about giving everything to the team, it was about playing with dignity
and it was about upholding the spirit of the game. I hope I have done some of that. I have failed at times, but I have never stopped
trying” Rahul Dravid
Finally, one of my highlights of the year was watching our very own Jordan Cook live on Sky Sports representing England u19s, taking
the most wickets on the day - and making us as a club, but more importantly his parents and family, very proud (though don’t copy
his batting from that day). This shows what can be achieved with bags of hard work and equal ability. Jordan is now at Notts CC and
pushing on to further a career in cricket. Well done Jordan! Anything is possible for him and us all in whatever we put our minds to.
Jonathan Davey – Junior Chairman
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Joe Baker
goes

ARTICLE

down under!
Despite this trip to Australia being something I've wanted to do for a few
years now, when it came to departure date, 3/10/18, I had mixed
feelings of nerves and excitement.
On arrival at Melbourne airport I was greeted by Dan Churchill, the B
grade captain, who took me by car to Traralgon and my home for the
next 6 months. My hosts Greg and Deb from the cricket club have been
great from day 1- very welcoming and helpful.
I was a bit surprised at this point that temperatures in Melbourne were
the same as Grimsby! However, I have since got used to the fluctuating
weather in this part of Australia and since Christmas enjoying sunshine
in the high 30’s and often 40’s.
The cricket here has been good as I’ve been playing A grade all season,
but very different to back home, and has taken me a while to get used to
the difference in conditions.
We play 5 T20 matches, 5 one day matches and 5 2-day matches. Also
included in there is the T20 final and the one day final and the big 2-day
finals. There are only 6 teams in the league including my team.
Therefore, the format is a bit different to back home.
This opportunity has also allowed me the chance to visit family in Byron
Bay for a very different Christmas.
I am very grateful for the support of Cleethorpes Cricket Club in
encouraging me to come and have this great experience here in Australia
and I'm really looking forward to coming back and playing in the
Yorkshire league with the first team again. Also, I would recommend to
anyone thinking of coming out to a different country to play cricket, to
give it a go and enjoy yourself.
Joe Baker
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TEAM SECRETARY REPORT

REPORT

Another good season for the club that can be measured through the success of the 1st XI retaining their South Yorkshire League status, 2nd XI
gaining promotion to the premier league, consistent performances from the 3rd XI and the junior success and stewardship shown across the 4th and
East Lindsey League sides.
A concern from the previous campaign and of particular dissatisfaction to myself was the cancellation of fixtures. I am pleased to say this was not
the case with only the exception of one East Lindsey game on a Sunday – this should be the norm with the size and strength of squad that we
possess. Selection as always is a talking point for most, my advice is the only way to get yourself in the team desired above is to prove it through
consistent performances, there is then no argument. Teams continued to be selected upon a variety of constraints deemed by the selection
committee including performance, availability and dedication. I hope all continue to develop their games and work hard as complacency may mean
you leave the door open for someone to replace you. These points show that many conversations were had throughout the year and tough
decisions were made, again showing the strength in depth that this club possesses. From a personal perspective it is always important to be able to
contribute in the team you are selected in, whatever this discipline may be and to be able to register some success at that level. For those wanting
to gain more time at the crease or to develop a certain part of their game then the East Lindsey League is a viable way to do this so please get in
touch.
As ever a club of this size needs people to support in various capacities, anyone willing to score or coach will not only benefit valuable life skills but
will also be supported fully by the club in terms of training and opportunity. I hope all of the club can pull together and unite as I hope we all strive
for the same in that the club maximises the potential it has in not only cricketing endeavours but as an all-round facility to be enjoyed by all
members. It is however important to note the value of the cricket and playing members as this is what allows the rest of the club to exist. I hope to
see many more successful performances next season and for 2019 to be enjoyable ... will this be the year you step up and be counted?
John Mansfield

Ground Secretary Report
Once again, as voted by visiting Captains and Umpires, Cleethorpes has topped
the table for Pitch Markings of the ECB Yorkshire South Premier League.
Congratulations to our Groundsman Martin Deans.
Many of you will remember the drainage work carried out in
September/October 2016. Despite everyone enjoying the extremely hot and
dry summer, this has meant extra work topping up the drainage lines. These
have opened more than expected due to the shrinkage of the soil. However, we
are noticing the grass beginning to “invade” the lines as well as the use of extra
seed. Nature is a wonderful thing but as in this case it has its downside. In the
world of groundsmanship there is a saying that you cannot beat nature you
have to work with it. How apt in these circumstances.
In addition to the renovation of both Junior and Senior pitches (power
scarifying, seeding and top dressing with Surrey Loams' Supernatural Soil) the
outfield has been scarified and seeded.
Power washing the patio and wheelie bins, trimming the hedges, cutting the
perimeter of the field with pedestrian mowers, picking up litter, repairing items
which get broken; these are just a few of the tasks taken on by our volunteer
ground staff, 52 weeks of the year.
It would be very remiss of me if I did not refer to the untimely death of our
dear friend John Hood. He is one of only a few players to offer their services to
the Club when playing days are over. In his case it was to the ground and we
welcomed him with open arms not just for his work but his friendly manner
and his banter, of which there was lots! He became firmly attached to the
strimmer.
It was the players of the pre-war era plus the period between the 1940s and
the 1980s who kept the Club going both on and off the field. Of course, this was
all done during their playing days and has allowed the Club to progress to its
present status. The players of today are so lucky.
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A little food for thought. The average age of our happy band of helpers is 73.
Recruitment is open!
Howard Swain
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SHOP LOCAL
EAT LOCAL
SPEND LOCAL
ENJOY LOCAL
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dms joinery & building proudly supports cleethorpes cricket club

MEDIA REPORT 2018

REPORT

Another season has come and gone, and I still find myself, after being appointed to this post in the 1960’s, preparing a media report
for the Annual General Meeting.
When I played my first game for our club in 1959, we saw little in the local press. The Grimsby Evening Telegraph, as it was then,
would report local cricket in mid-week with scores being shown in lineage form. The results from several clubs would be shown in
about a quarter of a page, with Cleethorpes possibly getting two paragraphs which would tell what happened on the previous
Saturday and Sunday.
After being appointed in the early 60’s it was my ambition to increase the amount of media coverage and after graduating through
the publication of scorecards we slowly built things up to show the detailed reports which we have enjoyed over recent years.
Last year I reported on the loss of the Cleethorpes Chronicle as an outlet for our news. Towards the end of this season we saw
Estuary TV close. However, the broadcasting licence has been taken up by That’s TV which will be up and running before the start of
the 2019 season under the name “That’s Humber”. Being part of a larger organisation, and employing the former Estuary Sports
Presenter, we should be able to continue coverage next season.
The coverage that we now receive from the Grimsby Telegraph is, I believe, exceptional. They print a complete report every Monday
and have come to assume that we will submit the detail before the required deadline. We must ensure that this continues if we wish
to remain the number one club in the area as far as press coverage of our matches is concerned.
In addition, the Grimsby Telegraph have published details of our fund-raising events and given space to the rapid rise to fame of
Prithvi Shaw which has kept the name of Cleethorpes Cricket Club on the sports pages. His successful Test debut during October was
well documented locally, although most of the national media missed the time he spent here in 2014. Thanks to our President,
Howard Swain, Test Match Special did tell the world that Prithvi played at Cleethorpes.
Then there was the large crowd who attended the Yorkshire League t20 Finals day, and not only witnessed good cricket, played in
fine weather, but saw the Red Arrows roaring overhead. That day demonstrated that Chichester Road is the ideal spot for the league
to put on future show case events.
Once again, the main topic of conversation during the summer has been the threat of relegation. Thankfully our fine results during
the latter stages of the season lifted us away from danger and into the luxury of a 6th placed finish. The fine run of results owed
much to having a settled side which had developed a splendid team spirit and was easily the youngest XI in the whole league.
It was our young players who constantly hit the headlines with some incredible performances, but the selection of Jordan Cook into
the England Under 19 side gained terrific media attention which really took off after his Man of the Series award in the games against
South Africa.
If we are to improve our league standing, I feel that we must look to import quality players, other clubs do this annually. However, we
must continue the progression of our own talented young players. During the past season we have seen several ambitious youngsters
bypass the system after being promoted from the 3rd and 4th XI’s, to play important roles in the Yorkshire League side. They all
looked confident at senior level and have demonstrated their desire to play at the highest possible level. They could prove to be the
headline grabbers of the future!
I would like to thank James Osmond who, with gentle reminders, supplied me with weekly team details, and David Rollinson who
once again took photographs of the highest quality which he made available for use in the local press.
Finally, I would like to congratulate the under 19 XI who, through their efforts in reaching the area finals of the t20 competition, gave
us some considerable favourable media coverage.

Don Clifton

Tail Ender Tales

HUMOUR

Cricket is a most precarious profession; it is called a team game but, in fact, no one is so lonely as a batsman facing a bowler supported by ten
fieldsmen and observed by two umpires to ensure that his error does not go unpunished. John Arlott
Baseball has the great advantage over cricket of being sooner ended. George Bernard Shaw
I don't ask my wife to face Michael Holding, so there's no reason why I should be changing nappies. Ian Botham
Cricket needs brightening up a bit. My solution is to let the players drink at the beginning of the game, not after. It always works in our picnic
matches. Paul Hogan
A good cricketer never loses his nerve. He just bats on! A T Hincks
One-day cricket is an exhibition. Test cricket is an examination. Henry Blofeld
Cricket requires one to assume such indecent postures. Oscar Wilde
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He could have caught that between the cheeks of his backside. Geoffrey Boycott
The hallmark of a great captain is the ability to win the toss at the right time. Richie Benaud

We arrived an ounce early at the village cricket ground, in fact the first souls to arrive - a mortal sin that was swiftly punished with
a glowering feral snarl from the cricketing son. Without much ado we exited the air-conditioned vehicle and entered a warm, sleepy rural
day. The air was heavy with the rich, nose-crinkling smell of the pre-plough muck spread. Cows quietly ruminated in a yonder field, pigeons
politely pecked at edible niceties in the contiguous green outfield, and a grey, grizzled hunched man was slowly piercing beige flags along
the faraway boundary rope. Old, rambling whitewashed houses adorned with voluptuous vines and consuming creepers peered curiously
through the leafy trees beyond the boundary in silent anticipation. It was the perfect setting for a balmy summer Saturday afternoon.
I sidled up to the tired clubhouse and squinted into the dim and dusty interior hoping to find a stray steaming coffee, or, at worst,
a mug of malingering tea – nothing yet afoot. I nonchalantly turned to ask the cricketing son to collect his gear from the car boot and was
met with a wild demonic vision – a barrel of a man was charging up to me. I took a quick, reflex defensive step back – he was short and
stout, wispy grey hair atop his dome-shaped head had long since yielded to the dreaded recession, and his gigantic pasty jowls doggedly
dragged his obscenely bushy brows toward his bulbous, fiery nose. He waved in front of him a greying white coat on an antique wooden
hanger, much like a yesteryear porcine knight with a flimsy shield. “What time’s the first ball?” he barked venomously at me.
“We were told to meet at noon,” I stammered meekly, insidiously passing any potential culpability to our long-suffering captain.
“Thirty years,” he thundered nonsensically.
“What?” I respectfully replied, unsure what in heaven’s name he was waffling on about.
“Thirty years an umpire,” he growled ominously, “and I’ll tell you something else; any ball hits the pads and I’ll give him the
finger.” He shoved into my face the wizened, nicotine ridden finger which culminated in a long, ragged yellowing nail. I am unable to
accurately describe the odour emanating from that despicable digit, but I can only assume that it would easily challenge Satan’s armpit.
I managed to restrain the emetic fluid that was trying to escape and was about to ask if such lbw decisions included no-balls or
wide balls that could injure short fine leg, but one look at his insanely arched eyebrows caused my bowels to clench spasmodically. I took
the coward’s way out and scampered to the safety of being out of range. Out of the corner of my eye I beheld a most unsettling sight. The
geriatric boundary flag-piercer was attempting to roll the pitch with an extremely large roller – my eyes bulged as I saw his bent back hunch
to an impossible angle and his poor reedy legs bowed out like a pole-vaulter’s pole. I had a brief mental image of him slipping under the
roller …. I quickly averted my eyes lest I witness something most hideous that would surely inhabit the darkest of nightmares.
Thankfully, players and their entourage started trickling in, all enthusiastically lugging cricket bags, picnic hampers, cool-boxes,
camping chairs and sport-brollies. The players swarmed to the changing rooms, and the faithful entourage dutifully dispersed themselves
along the boundary rope, carefully surveying sun height and wind direction before selecting a suitably strategic spot to set up camp.
Junior players emerged with a football in hand and began noisily warming up, the odd misplaced kick producing squeals of
barefaced terror from some of the cricketing mothers. The more senior players scowled sardonically at such frivolous activity and huddled
secretly together under the suffocating shade of an immense cumulonimbus vape cloud to discuss match tactics, or their current ailments.
I settled down in my modest red camping chair alongside other cricketing parents and proceeded to discuss various and arbitrary
socially appropriate subjects. One parent was particularly riled, vehemently expressing the pointed notion that the captain had better bowl
his cricketing son during today’s match or else there would be hell to play. We smiled politely and all nodded non-committedly, trying
insanely hard not to roll our eyes. A committee member from the CCC mother-ship wandered up and, after commenting on the fine
weather and the wonderful state of the outfield, expressed a deep desire that our chaps had better be sharp in the field today.
Our captain returned from the coin-tossing ceremony and in mid stride executed a perfect off drive with his left arm whilst
emitting a loud click of his tongue to simulate the sweet spot – ah! we were batting. The cricketers took to the field, our openers engaging
in friendly banter with some of their opponents. A fellow cricketing parent and I decided to slowly stroll around the field, to exercise our
legs and to escape a parent who could not leave a certain issue alone; something to do with match fees and transport costs not being paid.
We humbly obeyed the strict boundary-walk protocol and circled to the right – for the runs of course!
We both clearly heard the unmistakeable sound of the ball striking a pad and saw the elephantine eyebrow endowed umpire give
our opener the grimy finger. There was no appeal from the fielding team, the keeper was spread-eagled on the ground after a full dive
down the leg side - yet the finger of doom was raised unwaveringly in the air for all to see, like a yellow-tipped flag of victory. Our opener
was dumbfounded and looked quizzically at the irascible umpire who clarified his decision by holding his finger even higher, and then
qualified the finger with a quick flick of his head toward the dressing room in a flippant act of infantile condescension. We were soon joined
by another parent who spat quiet obscenities in the direction of the unbearable umpire, but quickly reverted to his dead horses called
Match Fees and Transport Costs. We saw a senior player begin his tour of the boundary, deviously defying proper spectator decorum by
circling to the left. He partook the appearance of an ancient trans-Pennine express with clouds of vapour billowing from his slouched head.
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We crossed paths near the village-end sight screen, us smiling and remarking on the good batting performance to date, him grimacing
agitatedly through the blinding vape haze and citing the finer complexities of the lbw rule as so accessibly published by the inerrant MCC.

It was a balmy summer Saturday afternoon, continued ...

HUMOUR

Our batsmen fared well, achieving two hundred and three runs for the loss of five wickets in the allotted forty overs. The fielding
team looked a wee frazzled, having chased scorched leather to all corners of the field in the heat of the afternoon sun. The players fled into
the cool of the clubhouse to partake of the culinary fare on offer for tea, while we parents cracked open our cool-boxes and unstrapped the
picnic hampers. The sun was seductively warm, beverages moreishly cold, and the picnic morsels most satiating – the ultimate celebration
of village cricket spectating joy. With their thirst quenched and hunger quelled, our white-robed gladiators emerged for the second innings.
During the second over of the second innings I inadvertently committed the most heinous of felonies. I wandered over to the
score-box to confirm how many runs the cricketing son had scored during his time with the bat and noticed that there was a slight error in
the adding up. I politely pointed this out to our scorer, and so unwittingly unleashed Armageddon. I was told in no uncertain terms what I
could do with my mathematic prowess and was then told in explicit unequivocal detail where I would surely find the scoring pencil should I
not withdraw from the score-box forthwith. Tail tightly, and defensively, between my legs I quietly left the cauldron of fury to escape the
impending stationery impalement; a cascade of angry curses and a spray of toxic spittle encouraging my demanded departure from life.
It did not last too long, this second innings, as our bowlers soon found favourable line and length, as well as finding many
unfortunate wayward pads. The repugnant finger was shown in rapid succession to terribly disgruntled batsmen. At one point, a particularly
vocal opponent who had aggressively chided and sledged our batsmen was clean bowled very cheaply. Our number nine, who apparently
had an ongoing grudge-fest with this insufferable fellow, celebrated his dismissal by ecstatically charging around the field waving his arms
like a vulture in full flight whilst screaming loudly in a hideous falsetto, a most troubling sound I must tell you – much to the chagrin of the
deposed batsman who grumbled impolite obscenities at our number nine as he slowly trudged off the field. One cricketing son was seen
swinging his arms like wind-swept windmills on a blustery day for most of the innings, warming up limbs that were never to bowl a ball.
It was over – all out for one hundred and twenty. This, despite the horribly humiliating fact that our number three allowed four
looping dollies to go to ground – catches that were infuriatingly catchable. The CCC mother-ship committee member tut-tutted like a
stuttering woodpecker, exclaiming that our number three had surely bathed his hands in linseed oil during the break. He groused that the
scoreboard did not truly reflect the reality that our fielding was extremely far from sharp. Owing to a bruised thumb suffered by our second
opener during his time with the bat, one of the cricketing fathers adopted the role of twelfth man during our time in the field. The captain
graciously placed him at deep fine leg where he could enjoy a leisurely afternoon taking in the fine panoramic views, but as the fickle finger
of fate would have it, our pace bowlers ironically gravitated down leg. The poor man must have run two miles during the innings – his short
legs pounding the quick outfield like a pair of jet-fuelled jackhammers, his arms flaying wildly like pulverising pistons. He indeed appeared
as if he was surely in the vice-like grip of an intense amphetamine episode - much to the merry mirth of us spectators sipping our sweet
sundowner swills. We almost choked on those tall, satisfying drinks when he attempted to use his foot to vainly prevent a four, only to trip
over the rope and flip floatingly through the air like an abstruse aging acrobat. He landed with a jaw-jarring thud, but soon rose unsteadily
to the raucous cheers of his giggling team mates. The fatigued father looked a desperate sight when the players finally came off - large
damp pools staining his oversized borrowed soil-blemished whites, and his face a pale mask of torturous torment, awash with a surf of
sweat. We duly applauded the teams, our biggest grins and loudest claps reserved for the tottering twelfth man, who promptly slumped
gracelessly to the ground, weakly requesting a stiff beverage with a sad, faltering voice.
Hands were hastily shaken, even our number nine, grinning like a manic gargoyle, gleefully shook the limp hand of his stone-faced
nemesis. I must confess, and with due credit, that all our players bit the bullet and shook both umpires’ hands in thanks. The scorers closed
their books – ours baring his teeth at me with a vicious sphincter quivering gnarl in the process, the parents de-camped and, most
thankfully, I saw the hunched old man alive and well, cordoning off the square. Another fixture complete, one team the victors and the
other not. Parents waited patiently for cricketing sons to sluggishly exit the changing room, and we quickly confirmed where we were
playing next Saturday. One parent was vexingly staring bile-laden daggers at our captain for not bowling his cricketing son on this occasion,
another was muttering something about transport costs whilst loading cricket bags into his top-end luxury German automobile. Our
number three dropped the cricket bat he was swaddling over his shoulder, causing a cricketing mother to leap aside like a screeching
hyperactive feline to narrowly avoid certain debilitating injury. The eyebrows with an umpire attached charged past us dismissively. We all
sighed deeply, collectively hoping in vain that we would not meet this amaroidal specimen again this season.
We were in the car, en-route home as the sun bid us a warm farewell. “Good game, well batted,” I said to the cricketing son who
was taking photos of himself on his smart phone with strange, disturbing facial expressions – snapchat, apparently.
“Yeah,” he grunted impatiently, “can we go to a Macdonald’s?”

Craig D Shrosbree
(edited excerpt from the novel,
The Cricket Club, written by Dr
Craig D Shrosbree)
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Congratulations
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Bill Kirby – Maslin Cup – 1st XI Batting
Highest average batting – presented
by Gordon Prescott

Alex Osmond – Bartlett Cup – 1st XI
Bowling – taken 20 wickets –
presented by Gordon Prescott
Highest aggregate runs

Harry Costello – Mawer Cup
1st XI fielding, nominated by captain presented by James Osmond

Eddie Carlton – Faulding cup – 2nd XI
Fielding – as nominated by captain
presented by John Mansfield

Simon Taylor – 4th XI Batting Cup Highest average batting - presented
by Gordon Prescott

Nigel Fanthorpe - Spencer Cup – 2nd XI
Batting – highest average batting presented by Gordon Prescott

Alex Osmand – Coe Cup
Highest average batting all matches presented by Gordon Prescott

38
38
Jayden Stocks – Alan Philpott Trophy
Scholarship Award - presented by Andy
Haith

6 down

Stuart Wood – Clee Sports Shield 3rd XI Bowling – taken 20 wickets presented by Gordon Prescott

Bill Kirby – Taylor Cup – Batting
Highest aggregate runs - presented by
Gordon Prescott

Bill Kirby – Smugglers Cup Most outfield catches - presented by Ed
Carlton

Matthew Owen – Gregory Shield Best performance in a match – 9/47 presented by Paul Gregory

James Osmond – Clifton Cup
Most Wicketkeeping Victims presented by Don Clifton

Jack holmes – Ferris Cup Most significant contribution by a jnr presented by Ed Carlton

Luis Adlard – Harold Smith Cup
Most promising player u18 - presented
by Gordon Prescott

Jordan Cook – Catherall Trophy
Player under 21 showing spirit and
purpose - presented by Gordon Prescott

Alex Osmond – John Sunley Trophy
All-rounder of the year - presented by
Paul Sunley

Craig Brown – Roger Gott Trophy
Most Completed Ducks - presented by
James Daniels

James Osmond – Norman McVicker
Trophy - Clubman of the Year presented by Andy Haith
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Ed Lumby – “Fines Trophy “
Biggest blunder of the last year –
presented by Jeff Todd
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Privthi SHAW

ARTICLE

Debut test for India v West Indies October 2018

18 years old – 134 (154 balls), 19 fours, S/R 87.01

Youngest Indian cricketer to achieve debut test century
Prithvi Pankaj Shaw (born 9 November 1999) is an Indian cricketer and former India national under-19 cricket team captain who played for Middle
Income Group (MIG) Cricket Club in Mumbai and was the captain of Rizvi Springfield High School and the Mumbai under-16 team. In November 2013
he had set the highest score by any batsman in any organised form of cricket since 1901 when he hit 546 in a Harris Shield elite division match until
the record was surpassed by Pranav Dhanawade on 4 January 2016.
A right-hand, opening batsman, whose abilities as a cricketing prodigy have led to repeated comparisons with Sachin Tendulkar. He made his first
international appearance on 4 October 2018 and became the second-youngest Indian after Tendulkar to make a Test century and the youngest
Indian to do on Test debut.
Shaw was a central figure in the documentary film Beyond All Boundaries and has twice selected to travel to England to further his cricketing
education.
Shaw has earned a deal worth Rs 36 lakh with SG, which has been endorsed by stalwarts like Sunil Gavaskar, Rahul Dravid and Virender Sehwag in
the past.
He made his first-class debut for Mumbai in the semi-finals of the 2016–17 Ranji Trophy on 1 January 2017. He scored a century in the second innings
and was man of the match. He earned another distinction by scoring a century in his debut match of the Duleep Trophy and equalled the record held
by Sachin Tendulkar who had scored for the first time a century each in his debut matches of Ranji Trophy and Duleep Trophy. In December 2017, he
was named captain of India's squad for the 2018 Under-19 Cricket World Cup. He led India in the final where they beat Australia by 8 wickets to win
their fourth Under-19 World Cup.
Privthi played for the Cleethorpes Cricket Club first team in 2014 at the age of 14, and many a CCC member can count themselves most fortunate in
having the opportunity of watching a cricketing prodigy in action, one who surely has a long test career ahead of him.
We at Cleethorpes Cricket Club wish him well in his cricketing future.

MARTIN DEANS
Congratulations to Cleethorpes
Cricket Club groundsman, Martin
Deans, who retained the Groundsman
of the Year Trophy at the South
Yorkshire Premier League Awards.
His superior groundsmanship is
clearly evident when viewing the CCC
square and outfield.

“It’s that groundsman
with his super fertiliser
again!”
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Friday 20th September
First Tee-Off 11.30pm
Fish & Chips at Golf Club
Prize Presentation at CCC - 8pm
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FINANCE REPORT

REPORT

It has been a fairly successful year for the club, a good performance was achieved to the year-end 31st October 2018, our
total income was in excess of £340,000. The main source was the bar, showing a profit of £117,000, squash £19,000,
catering £6000, handbook and sponsors £6000, match ball and raffles £4000, and ticketed events £13,000.
Our total costs were £316,000 which showed a profit of around £25,000.
Balance of cash at the bank £44,326.87
Certain improvements were carried out during the year to the squash courts, ground and pavilion and we hope to
continue with further work.
My thanks are extended to the following-:
• Margaret and her team for their commitment to our club.
• James for his control as General Manager.
• Rob Smith R N Store Accountants for their help.
Byron Davies
REMARKABLE
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Craig Brown buries his gloves and waves goodbye
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Filo, unarguably, is a colourful fellow. He has
been the stalwart of the CCC 4th XI since Dick
Turpin demanded that one needed to stand
and deliver. Filo stood, and indeed did deliver.
He was fearless in standing up to quickies – his
fingers are testament to his boldness. He
selflessly delivered opportunities for CCC
juniors to cut their teeth in senior cricket, and
tirelessly encouraged said juniors to play at a
level they thought impossible. Who of us have
not seen him go the extra mile and stand as
square leg umpire - match in and match out –
with gallons of vape vapour engulfing his head
like Stephen King’s Fog.
He may have dropped a few, but he caught
many. He may have caused some umpires to
risk repetitive strain injury by signalling a few
byes, but he stopped many a ball from
reaching the boundary – by any means
possible.
Craig might be remembered by some as one
who was not afraid to voice his opinion, but he
will always be remembered by countless junior
players and their parents as a gentleman who
gave his everything in each game, and who
allowed so many juniors to learn the fine art of
cricket in the senior ranks.
Craig, we salute you! We thank you for your
service to CCC and trust you will enjoy your
cricketing retirement.

Tel: 01472 359359
www.pmcaccess.net – info@pmcaccess.net
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SENIOR STATISTICS 2018
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INFO

SENIOR STATISTICS 2018
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INFO

SENIOR STATISTICS 2018

TEAM STATISTICS 2018

Senior games only – 20 over games not included in stats
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ARTICLE

Hallam emerged the winners of the South Yorkshire League T20 Finals held at Cleethorpes Cricket Club on Sunday by defeating both
Barnsley and Tickhill.
Cleethorpes lost the services of all-rounder Jordan Cook who was injured prior to the commencement of play. He will now be a doubt for
not only the next league game but is likely to have to withdraw from the Invitational XI chosen to play South Africa under 19’s this week.
In the day’s opening game Cleethorpes made rapid progress as the Osmond brothers put on 59 for the second wicket after Bill Kirby had
holed out to square leg.
James Osmond (26) hit 2 sixes and 3 fours but it was Alex who set the game alight as he hit 60 from 30 balls with 7 fours, and to the delight
of the huge crowd, 4 towering sixes.
After their departure the innings stagnated and despite a late flourish finished on 145-6 when a total of over 160 had looked possible.
Tickhill put on 61 before losing a wicket and had little trouble in chasing down the total with 16 balls to spare and 8 wickets still intact.
Barnsley, in the next game, could only manage to score 135-8 against a keen Hallam side who went on to stroll to a 7-wicket win.
In the final, Tickhill made a reasonable 141, but once again the side batting second came out on top.
After an extended interval between the innings, due to the Red Arrows display, Hallam eased to victory. An inspired display of hitting from
Harry Bliss, who stormed to an unbeaten century, took his side to victory and the right to represent the Yorkshire League in the next stage
of the competition.
Don Clifton

Congratulations
Well done to Ben Peacock
for being awarded the
Lincs County Cricket
League Secretary Award
for 2018
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Warwick Road
Fairfield Industrial Estate
Louth
Lincolnshire
LN11 0YB
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Tel: 01507 607289
Fax: 01507 605772

Cricket – an umpire’s perspective

ARTICLE

Mike Sands
These are my own opinions and not the opinions of the Grimsby
ACO or any other umpiring body.
We have all played in or watched a Cricket match with no
appointed umpires.
Most of these games will probably pass with no problem but
what happens when something goes wrong or a decision must
be made on ground, weather or light. With no neutral umpire
present, teams will disagree especially if one team is in the
ascendency.
This situation the leagues will probably receive no report and
the matter will not be dealt with appropriately.
Moving on; what happens when only one appointed umpire is
present. At least the decisions from the bowler’s end have a
good chance of being correct but the strikers end is still open to
mistake.
WELCOME TO

Stevensons Furniture Centre & Dream
World Bed & Bedroom Centre

Stevensons Furniture Centre
143-151
Cleethorpe Road,
Grimsby. DN31 3AY
TEL: 01472 233111

DreamWorld Bed Centre
146-154
Cleethorpe Road,
Grimsby. DN31 3HW
TEL: 01472 233115

The umpire on his own must work hard with no chance of a
‘break’ at square leg. In this situation concentration is required
with every ball for sometimes over 6 hours. Imagine having to
bat for 6 hours facing every ball or fielding for 6 hours. The lone
umpire has no one to compare notes with and is reliant on the
‘club’ umpire to make fair decisions. Standing alone is probably
one of the main reasons that umpires give up.
In an ideal situation two qualified umpires would be appointed
to every match. Things become more relaxed, decisions can be
consulted on, players behaviour can be controlled better and
the general enjoyment for players, supporters and match
officials improves. Of course, this scenario is becoming less and
less likely as umpires leave and no replacements come forward.
We are often asked why we umpire because it can’t be for the
money as it less than minimum wage. The reason every umpire
stands is simply a love the game of Cricket and a wish to put
something back into the game.
So now we should look at how to solve the shortage of umpires
well there is no easy solution as players continue playing into
their sixties and beyond as teams struggle for numbers. These
senior players are the people who would in the past become
umpires as they obviously love the game. Young players either
continue playing or drift away from the game as other
distractions take hold. I would say that if you are in love with
the game whatever age or ability, take an umpire course and
umpire at junior level to get a feel for the game. You may find
you like this and move to the higher levels. Your local ACO can
offer support and continue development. By being a member,
you will get a member benefit including insurance. If you are
inspired to try umpiring contact Ian Cartwright (Grimsby ACO
Secretary at gyadcua@gmail.com).
Thank you for reading this, enjoy next season and I hope to see
you throughout the season.
Mike Sands (Umpire Grimsby ACO)
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The 2018 Quote of quotes: “Don’t you know who I am?” … pause of utter surprise … “Do you REALLY not know who I am?”

INFO

•
•
•
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•

CCC welcomes the Big Bash

Cleethorpes Cricket Club are delighted to announce the signing of
South African Basheer Walters for the forthcoming season. He
brings a wealth of 1st class experience as well as genuine pace and
quality to our ever improving 1St Xl.
Bash is a quality right-arm fast bowler from South Africa’s beautiful
Eastern Cape capital, Port Elizabeth. A tall seamer, Bash made his
debut in summer 2007-08 against Western Province picking up 331 (16). Since his introduction to First Class cricket, Bash has gone
on to become a regular for Eastern Province and the Warriors with
only a brief switch to the Titans in 2008-09.
A consistent performer at provincial level, Bash has accrued over
380 wickets across all formats. His consistency has led to selection
on several occasions for the South Africa Emerging players and
National Academy sides.
Not a noted batsman, Bash
has managed to put together
two first class 50’s but
amazingly, his long hitting
ability isn’t without its own
accolades, having been
credited with more First-Class
sixes than many of his fancied
top order team mates with 35
career sixes.
He had a stellar first stint in
the UK in 2017, picking up 45
wickets @ 14.09.

Junior player
Senior player
Overseas Player
Match Balls
Boundary Sign
Handbook Advert
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Proud suppliers of meat to CCC

79 OXFORD St, CLEETHORPES – 01472 601042
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How can we placate the modern club cricketer?

Rich Evans (abridged version)

ARTICLE

It’s becoming increasingly difficult to satisfy demanding ‘customers’ in a saturated cricket marketplace.
What’s the best way to approach player retention and recruitment – and is there any club loyalty anymore?
You’ve blown away the cobwebs with a few winter nets, shed a few festive pounds and allowed the 2018 season
to creep into your headspace. Cricket captains are scribbling down their dream team in the impossible event of
every player in their side being available at the same time. While a few newbies have rocked up to nets - a
couple of stalwarts are threatening retirement. Player retention and recruitment is vital to a club’s sustainability
– so, what can we do to make our clubs more attractive to the modern cricket consumer?
In 2015, six members of my local cricket club attended strategy meetings to identify the main challenges the
club faced, and to discuss potential solutions. Player retention and recruitment was one of five critical subjects,
which included actively seeking 18-30-year-old recruits, while forging a stronger sense of belonging for
members. But, like so often, the best laid plans fell derelict in a storm of admin thrust on a handful of
volunteers.
To pacify and supplement your membership, it’s important to consider the psyche of the modern club cricketer.
“A lot of people just want things on a plate,” says Hertfordshire Cricket League committee member Paul
Blackwell. “Nowadays, there’s a selfish attitude: ‘I want to bat here, and I want to bowl, and if I don’t then I’ll go
somewhere else’. I see people moving clubs a lot more, mostly because they didn’t get on with the captain or
didn’t bowl as much as they would like to. I see the modern cricketer as a mercenary who plays where and when
he wants to play. I don’t see people buying into the concept of being the ‘club man’. There’s not the same concept of being part of a club for thirty years.
People come and go as they like.”
While it’s a somewhat downbeat generalisation, and it should be noted that many loyalists do still exist, many club officers are well-acquainted with this
archetype.
Simon Prodger, the managing director of the National Cricket Conference claims that, “The introduction of ECB Premier Leagues created an environment
where many clubs suffer,” he says. “Players are being drawn away. That itself has fed a migrant attitude to a significant raft of players who don’t feel any
long-term allegiance to a club and move from club to club whether they’re being paid or otherwise. There’s a definite shift in the behavioural patterns of
players and attitudes to club loyalty.”
With the club cricket transfer market more buoyant than ever, players are moving on for various reasons – the allure of cash, mates playing for another
team, a dispute with the skipper, the opportunity to play at a higher level, the promise of a more prominent role, and geographical convenience. Even
worse, they may totally turn their backs on the game due to a lack of time or decreasing enjoyment.
Is your club doing enough to facilitate a sense of belonging among its existing members? It’s a key question. Clubs must find innovative ways – and the
time – to engage their membership, which will include embracing digital technologies and using social media to foster togetherness. Social events can be
key to keeping the club afloat by empowering your club’s ‘connectors’ – those who are naturally skilled at bringing people together – but you may need
more than fish and chips and a sorry-looking raffle table to barge your way into people’s bustling schedules.
The breadth of resources will vary considerably from club to club, but now is the time of year to identify and promote your club’s USPs to the
community. Is it the amazing ground, the club’s heritage, midsummer barbecues, top-level coaching, a thriving junior section, the former international
pro or the burgeoning trophy cabinet? Some out-of-the-box thinking is required to get players to part with their annual subs, such as membership
bundles that may include kit or discounted match fees, or introductory rates for new players. You may be beaten on price by a rival club, but which club
offers the best-value cricketing experience? Hard-line attitudes to memberships – we won’t pick you if you haven’t paid up by X – are unenforceable if
availability is poor, and in an age starved of regular ‘core’ players, pricing and membership tiers must accommodate the part-time or less affluent
cricketer. Club cricket needs a welcome mat at its door – not a burly bouncer.
Some clubs are better placed – literally – for procuring new players. Burnley CC president Michael Brown agrees: “Your location is integral. If your
ground is in a housing estate, it’s far easier to attract the marginal customer.”
“When the mercenaries leave, where do you go? You’re constantly trying to replace people”
Prodger is aware of his club’s limitations in the marketplace. “We’re not a rich club, so we must survive on our wits. We try and find a player that will
stay with us for a long time. But we do it without inducement. You only have one option: build the club from bottom-up – and make a strong junior
section. Focus on that, accept whatever may come in terms of league position and build for the future. I don’t see any other option.”
Paying cricketers to play will always divide opinion. At worst, the practice can activate a destabilising process that damages the long-term finance,
success and harmony of a club, foster an unlevel playing field, and create divisions in the dressing room. But it’s often totally legal, with many leagues
placing no restrictions on the practice; some have reluctantly relaxed rules as they deem them unpoliceable.
Brown, the former Surrey, Middlesex and Hampshire cricketer, respects the need to remain ethical and the dangers of growing too quickly. “You’ve got
to work within the realms of legality – you don’t want to poach other clubs’ players. People talk as to who’s not happy, and if someone becomes
available you enquire about their expectations. Do you want to recruit someone who’ll take the place of a youngster? Getting the balance is important.
[We ask ourselves:] Why should we let them into our club and what are they going to offer? We look to recruit players with a good club ethic. We could
try to recruit players who make our team much stronger, but if they’re just going to leave two years later, you run the risk of your second-team players –
often the ones who get their hands dirty – leaving for opportunities elsewhere. When the mercenaries leave, where do you go? You’re constantly trying
to replace people. It’s a vicious cycle.”
Brown identifies three key strands for effective recruitment: social media, getting into schools and investing in your facilities.
But no one said it was easy. There are greater forces at work, so club committees shouldn’t be too critical of themselves if their schemes fail to fly.
Cricket used to be a way of life – families were involved, that was your weekend sorted. Now, players attempt to fit cricket around their busy lives.
Priorities have shifted. We used to have players playing both days of the weekend but now many of us rely heavily on cajoling a pool of part-timers to
make up the numbers. Meanwhile, the alarming drop-off rate of 15-18-year-olds shows no sign of abating. Prodger, more informed than most of the
game’s stark realities, provides what could be a conclusion to many a club debate: “Maybe that’s the environment we live in. Maybe that’s the social
order of today. Maybe wishing for days of the past is pointless and our game54
and club life has to adjust to societal norms as they are now, as opposed to
what they were 30-40 years ago.”

COMING EVENTS IN 2019
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Saturday 27th July

Sunday July 14th

Friday 11th
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ALL FUNDS RAISED TO BENEFIT CLEETHORPES CRICKET CLUB
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CCC Cryptic Cricket Conundrum

QUIZ

Name:

Contact Number:

£50

CLUES – players (current and retired, local and abroad) and
people, places and positions, rules and balls, ins and outs,
general cricket jargon. Some clues are to be found within the
handbook. GOOD LUCK!

£5 entry fee – all entries to be handed in to bar staff with £5 entry
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All Proceeds to benefit Cleethorpes Junior Cricket

cut along line

fee before June 30th, 2019 – all correct entries will be included in a draw
– draw to take place 27th July 2019 – first entry drawn will win the cash
prize of £50.

Across

clues

8. Short, agitated pearl fumble (7,4)
10. Much more may be needed to keep out the cold (5,5)
12. Leon rose early, left home and went wayward (8)
15. Over a definitive article that marks the sand (6,3,4)
18. A hinge with a delay, gives you time to smell the roses (10)
21. He feared a bad ethnic hug, it followed a barely audible snick (6,6)
22. A silent fever that every young cricketer wants (5,6)
23. At home there are always chaotic cow herders near cow corner (10,4)
25. Northern pudding on the toenail (6)
26. Like an own goal, but needs a long walk (3,3,6)
29. Stupid, but centred, foot holder (5,3,2)
31. Action to slake, fracture (6,5)
32. The hangman twitch twists the late necks (13)
33. Go use edited words, and then fly to slip (7,4)
34. A rag, a ham, and pungent vegetables (6,6)
36. An old ruler with many abodes (3,7)
37. Very windy during a short noel (5,5)
39. It was a fine spring when he had a stiff wrist (6,4)
42. Beg a bath, a cold one preferably, it’s hot down under (3,5)
43. Should have learned to walk first, then would have made the mark
(5,3)
45. Voles and rats, they come out just before dark (4,4)
48. He flipped when he realised the room was packed (4,4)
49. Appendage amputator (3,6)
50. Boring regurgitator lying at ninety degrees (3,6)
54. Feeds the fire with a large bell in hand (3,6)
55. Painful torso groove (8)
56. Nobody knew the answer (7)
57. Almost a pen pal, but likes to shout (6)
58. Prior to a banana peel claiming a fourth victim (5,4)

QUIZ
Down

1. Because he can’t bat (5)
2. They ate the scrambled eggs (3)
3. Stain in the slaughter house (4,7)
4. Elk, Corgi, web feet? Such animals would be asked to leave
immediately (3,6,6)
5. Lazy ginger cat who is never inebriated (8,6)
6. He may have had a relic vice, but he went well with curry (5,4)
7. Aggressively attack the piste (8)
9. Yellow and white strimmer (5,6)
11. Hit a six and hit a surfer (5,7)
13. They’d better grind the wealthy for the poor (5,6)
14. It’s a near rut if you can’t keep up (3,4)
16. Small poker-faced terrier guarding the striker (4,7)
17. A stain on a piece of willow (4,4)
19. It was a bald Dale that went to his grave (4,4)
20. Slinger hits from LA (6,7)
21. She wanted to elect her ops, to cure her leaking boot (11)
24. An ewe that perseveres, in a backhanded sort of way (7,5)
27. Alcohol punks? Not him, he comes from good cricket stock (5,7)
28. Ms Hermitage, she never walked in front of the rainbow nation (6,5)
30. He left port to sail for the East (8)
35. Aftermath of a fire on two continents (3,5)
38. Definitive sewing fold hoping to spare a strike (4,6)
40. Down under gel turner, may advise strongly (5,5)
41. Hot veal and eggs, an elliptic meal (3,4)
42. He will not be sit, bowled a lashing once with speedy windy (4,4)
44. A game full of energy (9)
46. Striped stinger with sharp tongue (6)
47. Sugary Dalmatian (5,4)
51. Last Over Runs Desperately Secured (5)
52. Spherical period to end this sentence (3,4)
53. A ram and a bee, he warned me, hope not twice (6)

CONQUERING
CRICKET
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Cleethorpes Cricket Club

Looking to the future with Creativity, Courage, and Confidence
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